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Sir Luke Fildes, The Doctor, 1891	


Medicine…individualized and personalized…
based on ones genome sequence	




���
Biology 2.0���

Sequence-based Biology (1993-)���
	
•  Human Genome Project	


•  International HapMap Project	

•  1000 Genomes Project	

•  ENCODE Project	

•  Mendelian Genomics Project	


…and many more to come	




���
What progress did we make?���

	

•  # mapped disorders: 7,000	

•  # loci implicated: 5,500	

•  # disorders with known molecular basis: 4,600	


Unfinished business…	

•  understanding the molecular basis of the remaining	

  2,000 Mendelian disorders	

•  understanding the molecular basis of childhood 	

  developmental and cognitive disorders	


courtesy, OMIM.org, 2012	




From Mendelian gene identification to 
informed therapies	


•  Marfan syndrome	

•  Heritable disorder of connective tissue 	

•  Affects the heart & blood vessels, 	


	
bones/cartilage/ligaments, 	

	
eyes, lung	


•  Fibrillin-1 deficiency	

•  TGF-β activation & losartan	

•  Other aneurysms?	


Hal Dietz & colleagues, NEJM, 2008-	
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Progress	  and	  cost	  of	  DNA	  
sequencing	  	  (Nature,	  April,	  2010)	  

$100 

$10 

Sanger sequencing	




Contemporary genomic technologies can 
effectively sequence and read our genome for 

Mendelian (single gene) disorders…���
���

this can and will revolutionize Medicine over 
the next 10 years…���

���
what will this mean for your communities?���

���
The Plain communities have much to teach 
others about how to effectively use these 

new technologies to manage and treat 
genetic dsorders.	




•  Significant genetic component ~ 53 (5.3%)	

•  Single gene ~ 3.6 (0.4%)	

•  Autosomal dominant, Autosomal recessive, X-

linked recessive ~ 39%, 47%, 14%	

•  Chromosomal ~1.8	

•  Multifactorial ~ 46.4	

•  Unknown but suspected genetic etiology ~ 1.2 	


The burden of genetic disease in the general 
population*	


(1,000 individuals ≤25 yrs)	


*Baird et al,   Am J Hum Genet 42, 1988	




•  Founder populations with a limited number of 
common ancestors and/or the practice of 
consanguinity	


•  Incidence increase in large populations depends 
directly on the degree of consanguinity and 
inversely on the rarity of the mutation	


•  Incidence increase in small populations depends 
inversely on the number of mutation copies	


…and this burden is almost surely elevated 
for recessive disorders in isolated groups	




Role of isolated communities in understanding 
human disease pathophysiology (1950+)	


•  Victor A. McKusick, The Amish Studies	


•  J. Perheentupa, Finnish Disease Heritage	


•  Delineation of new recessive diseases	


•  Each such entity can illuminate a novel aspect of human 
disease pathophysiology, and, of course,…	


•  New routes to disease therapy	


•  Serial founders and high incidence make gene discovery 
very efficient	




Ellis-van Crevald syndrome (EvC)	


“Amish Madonna and child”	


•  52 affected cases	

•  Inherited from a single ancestor (Samuel 

Koenig) in 1744	

•  Incidence ~ 5/1,000 births	

•  Carrier frequency ~13%	

•  Single mutation (IVS13+5G>T) in EVC	

•  Developmental regulation of chondrocyte 

proliferation, hypertrophy and  osteoblast 
differentiation	




•  Capture of coding 
sequences from blood 
or tissue DNA	


•  DNA sequencing	


•  Alignment of patient’s 
genome to the human 
reference genome	


•  Identify all sequence 
differences	


•  Identify mutation(s)	


Miller 
syndrome	

Nat Genet	

2010	




Contributions by the Clinic for Special 
Children	




What can exome sequencing detect today?	


•  Known Mendelian disorders for which the gene is not 

known;	


•  Known Mendelian disorders with locus heterogeneity for 

which known genes ruled out;	


•  Novel disorders with evidence (mainly pedigree) for 

Mendelian origin;	


•  …even suspected Mendelian, mitochondrial and 

oligogenic (rare) disorders 	




What can exome sequencing detect today?	

Mutational types & tissues	


•  Substitutions;	


•  Small (<10nt) and large (>5kb) insertions and 

deletions;	


•  Balanced chromosome abnormalities using special 

libraries;	


•  Any DNA-containing tissue and from blood spots.	




What can exome sequencing detect today?	

Mutations and Functional polymorphisms	


•  Germ-line and de novo disease mutations on 

autosomes, sex chromosomes and mitochondria;	


•  Somatic mutations in cancer and other disorders;	


•  Markers for blood and tissue typing;	


•  Pharmacogenetic (drug metabolism) polymorphisms;	


•  Ancestry-specific markers.	




If we can identify disease-causing variants at 
birth in all babies, or for that matter in any 
asymptomatic individual, then should we do 

it?���
���

cost vs. benefit?���
���

but who decides?	




Value of newborn exome sequencing: Pros	

•   Technically achievable at reasonable (decreasing) cost, high accuracy 

and fast turn around time…although the ‘implementation’ research has 

not been done;	


•  Can have high utility to resolve diagnosis for known classes of 

disorders;	


•  Identify actionable but unknown disease risks within a community;	


•  Reduce unnecessary testing, improved patient management and even 

treatment in many cases (e.g., autism from defects in branched chain 

amino acid metabolism).	




Value of newborn exome sequencing: Cons	


•  Identify many mutations leading to untreatable disorders (but they 

wont be untreatable forever…MSUD, GAI);	


•  Identify many mutations of uncertain risk (“incidentalome”);	


•  Identify genes impacting adult-onset complex disorders (e.g., 

mental illness, breast cancer);	


•  Increase anxiety, cost of follow-up, social stigma, loss of 

employment and loss of health insurance.	




The value of exome sequencing in screening:	


•  Is it appropriate to test for genetic disorders for which 

we have no treatment/management?	


•  Is it appropriate not to test for genetic disorders for 

which we may have treatment/management?	


Answering these two questions is the crux of sequence-

based newborn testing/screening but this is easier in 

communities with a high burden of genetic disease from 

known mutations…value of gene discovery	




An ideal	

•  The Plain communities, through their shared history, represent a 

common gene pool with many shared genetic mutations and a high 

risk burden…customized gene screening;	


•  A mutation of high frequency in one group can often be observed 

in another;	


•  Gene discovery across the groups can benefit all, including 

populations outside;	


• Treatment/management strategies in one can analogously benefit 

other groups.	




THANK YOU	



